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Possible decarbonization pathways ahead
Background: Need to decarbonize transport, industry, agriculture, etc.

1. Electrification

2. Hydrogen

3. Biofuels

4. Energy savings

• Not mutually exclusive, feasible in different ways

• Geopolitical changes contributes to increasing this pressure

• The result will depend on national strategies and policy decisions, vested 
interests, technology and price developments



The windpower installation developments

• 10% of Norwegian electricity generation 
from windpower in 2021

• Power surplus in average year 10 TWh

• BUT: electrification creates new needs –
unclear when what the solution is
• Largest estimates: Need for >56 TWh by 2050



Windpower has «become problematic»
• Typical causes presented:

• Top-down process with little meaningful influence for local actors

• Skewed distribution of benefits and burdens

• The function of windpower (system, decarbonisation, etc.) has been unclear

• Windpower challenging for local environment

• But what lies behind these claims?

• But what are the municipalities’ perception of justice?
• Analysis of National framework for windpower (2019)

• Hearing submissions from 29 municipalities in pressure area

• Followed by in-depth interviews



Energy Justice: three dimensions
• Recognition

• The degree to which actors, values, considerations, perspectives, etc. are recognised 
as relevant and valid. Attribution of opinions and group marginalisation typical 
injustices

• The degree to which municipalities’ perspectives are recognised by central actors

• Procedural
• Formal and real participation in relevant processes; meaningful influence
• Such processes are perceived to be legitimate, even with disagreement

• Distributive
• Benefits and burdens are distributed fairly

• We have not analysed this «objectively», but from the perspective of the 
municipalities



Figure: Newell, Geels
& Sovacool 2022



All justice categories
Number of 

municipalities
References

Alternative explanations 17 33

Distributive justice 25 124

Distribution benefits - economic 10 12

Distribution benefits - immaterial and other types 1 1

Distribution burdens - economic 18 46

Distribution burdens - immaterial or other types 23 52

Policy learning from municipalities own projects 6 9

Policy learning from other actors 2 3

Procedural justice 17 50

Decision-making 10 12

Information 12 30

Legal processes 2 3

Policy learning from municipalities own projects 5 5

Policy learning from other actors 0 0

Recognition justice 12 25

Actor recognition 0 0

Lack of recognition in politics and discourses 0 0

Perspective or argument recognition 12 23

Policy learning from municipalities own projects 2 2

Policy learning from other actors 0 0

• Distributive justice 
clearly most in focus

• Also procedural and 
recognition justice 
important 

• But also relative 
elements important

• The interviews 
indicated that 
foreign ownership is 
problematic, because 
of lack of sensitivity 
to expectations and 
local context

• N=29



Summary
• The municipalities perceive the windpower processes to be unjust in 

several ways
• They feel their perspectives are insufficiently recognised in policy work, and 

that the «need» for windpower should be communicated more clearly

• Distributively they compare windpower to the more regulated benefits from 
hydropower. But also what they consider a «fair» distribution of benefits and 
burdens between actors and levels. This includes environmental values

• Procedurally they point to real participation and influence through the 
process from concept to finalisation

• These are challenging issues but can be improved in a new licensing 
scheme
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1. Need to account for real influence of municipality 
throughout the whole formal and informal 
process. Inclusion in PBA is not necessarily 
sufficient

2. More transparent formal decisions by license 
authorities

3. A fairer distribution of benefits to the local 
municipality

4. Establish a system for weighting nature values

5. Develop analyses about the role of windpower –
both problematic issues and contributions
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